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This disclosure describes a method to exchange information confidentially over 
the networks between two computers. Two geographically stationary computers 
communicate with each other. Both of the computers have static ip addresses. 
Also, both of them have each other’s ip address prior to the communication 
session. Therefore, anyone of them can start the communication. Once the 
communication has started, they interact one after the other – in turns. In each 
interaction one of the computers will send a data unit in encrypted form to the 
other computer. This interaction between these two computers will continue 
until one of the computers terminates the session by intentionally waiting 
without interaction for more than a preconfigured amount of time. The system 
has a mechanism to detect whether the information have bean stolen or altered 
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Nowadays information gets exchanged through networks daily. This information 
could range from personal chat messages to critical information controlling 
critical systems. Its important that this information is read only by the intended 
parties and the information remains secure from hacking attempt. The problem of 
Information theft by hackers is a critical issue in today’s world. Many measures 
are taken to address this problem. However, this issue remains to be a critical 





The system consists of two computers. They are geographically stationary and has 
static ip addresses. Also, both of them have each other’s ip address prior to the 
communication session. therefore, anyone of the computers can start interacting 
with the other. Once such an interaction is started, the communication process 
between the two computers will begin. The two computers will interact with each 
other in a turn-based manner. That is after one computer finished its interaction 
part, the other computer will begin its interaction part. Each interaction consists 
of two steps. During the first step, a particular computer will send a one -time pad 
to the other computer in encrypted form. This one-time pad will be used in 
encrypting and decrypting the content information (documents, images, files 
etc..) that particular computer will send to the other computer in the next step 
which is step two. This interaction will continue like a loop until one of the 
computers indicated the session termination by staying without interacting for 
more than a preconfigured amount of time.  
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The main entities taking part in the method are described below. 
 
 
The main entities taking part in the method: 
Entity one: 
The computer one 
The computer one is one of the two computers taking part in this communicating 
system. This computer is geographically stationary. And it also has a static ip 
address. in order to communicate with the other computer this computer has the 
static ip address of the other computer (computer two) with it -before the 
communication session begins. Since this computer already have the ip address of 
the other computer it can interact with the other computer at any time it wishes. 
Entity two: 
The computer two 
The computer two is one of the two computers taking part in this communicating 
system. This computer is geographically stationary. And it also has a static ip 
address. in order to communicate with the other computer this computer has the 
static ip address of the other computer (computer one) with it - before the 
communication session begins. Since this computer already have the ip address of 
the other computer it can interact with the other computer at any time it wishes. 
 
Entity three: 
The network  
This is the network through which all the information among the two computers 
(computer one and computer two) passes through.  
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Entity five: 
Session termination indicator 
This is a notification from one computer to the other that it will want to leave the 
communication session and will not interact till it participate in a new one. this 
notification is implemented by the computer who wants to leave the session by 
waiting without doing any interaction for more than a preconfigured amount of 
time. This preconfigured amount of time taken to implement the session 





This is a random value pad which will be used in the encryption and decryption of 
information in this method. This pad will be used only once in the encryption and 
decryption process of actual content information and will not be used again to 
encrypt and decrypt the actual content information. In this method this random 
value pad is generated as needed by one of the computers before it was sent to 
the other computer. The size of the one-time pad is preconfigured to be a 
particular size and that size will remain permanent always. 
 
Entity seven: 
Encryption and decryption pad E1 
This is a random value pad which will be used to encrypt and decrypt the 
information. It will be utilized in the first round of information exchange between 
the two computers (between sub stage one and sub stage two). This random 
value pad is used to encrypt the information at the original sender and it will be 
also used by the original receiver in the same round to decrypt the information. 
Both computers have this pad with them prior to the communication. The size of 
this random value pad is of the same size as the one-time pad 
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Encryption and decryption pad E2 
This is a random value pad which will be used to encrypt and decrypt the 
information. It will be utilized in the second round of information exchange 
between the two computers (between sub stage three and sub stage four). This 
random value pad is used to encrypt the information at the original receiver and it 
will be also used by the original sender in the same round to decrypt the 
information. Both computers have this pad with them prior to the 
communication. The size of this random value pad is of the same size as the one-








Encryption and decryption pad E3 
This is a random value pad which will be used to encrypt and decrypt the 
information. It will be utilized in the third and final round of information exchange 
between the two computers (between sub stage five and sub stage six). This 
random value pad is used to encrypt the information at the original sender and it 
will be also used by the original receiver in the same round to decrypt the 
information. Both computers have this encryption pad with them prior to the 
communication. The size of this random value pad is of the same size as the one-
time pad and will also remain unchanged at all times. 
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The middleman-the hacker 
The hacker or the middleman is a malicious entity that will try to read and alter 
the information passed between the two computers (computer one and 




The actual content information unit 
The actual content information unit is the content information that is send 
between the two computers. This content may contain information such as text 
documents, image files, audio files or any other information that can be 
represented in the form of bit streams. This actual content information data unit 
is exactly of the size equivalent to the size of the one-time pad and as the one-
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This interaction loop will continue until one of the computers executes the 
session termination mechanism. The session termination mechanism is executed 
in the following manner. The computer who wants to leave the interaction will 
stay without doing any interaction for over more than a preconfigured amount of 
time. When the other computer detects that this computer (who executed the 
termination mechanism) remained without doing any interaction for more than 
the preconfigured amount of time, it (the computer who detected) will register 
that operation as a session termination indication operation performed by the 




The computer one’s 
interaction 
The computer two’s 
interaction 
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 Each interaction performed by a computer has two main stages. They are given 
below. 
1. The first main stage: 
The computer will deliver the one-time pad to the other computer. 
2. The second main stage: 
The computer will deliver the actual content information in encrypted form. 
Each of the two main stages has six substages. The six substages in each of the 
two interactions are described below. 
 
In the below description the original information sending computer is referred to 
as ‘the computer one’ and the original information receiving computer is referred 
to as ‘the computer two.’ 
 
Main Stage one: one-time pad delivery. 
Substage one: activity takes place at the computer one 
The computer one will send a randomly generated one-time pad XOR red with the 
encryption and decryption pad E1 to the computer two. 
 
Substage two: activity takes place at the computer two. 
The computer two upon receiving the byte stream of encrypted data, will first 
XOR the byte stream with the encryption and decryption pad E1 to recover the 
original one-time pad. 
 
Substage three: activity takes place at the computer two. 
The computer two then encrypts the bit stream of the one-time pad by 
performing the XOR operation between it and the encryption and decryption pad 
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E2. The computer two will then send this resulting (XOR ed) bit stream to the 
computer one at its ip address. 
 
Substage four: activity takes place at the computer one. 
The computer one after receiving the bit stream send by the computer two, will 
decrypt that bit stream by performing XOR operation with the encryption and 
decryption pad E2. The resulting bit stream is the original one-time pad it 
generated at the beginning. If the resulting bit stream is indeed the computer one 
originally generated and send bit stream (the one-time pad) this computer will 
confirm two information.  
Confirmed Information one:  
The computer one will confirm that it was indeed the intended recipient 
(computer two) who received the message (the bit stream), it (computer one) 
sends and it was computer two who actually send back that message (the bit 
stream) to computer one.  
Confirmed Information two: 
The computer one will confirm that a middleman or a hacker was not able to alter 
the originally sent bit stream during the information travelling back and forth 
between the two computers.  
 
 
These two confirmations are done due to below reasons. 
• The computer one generated one-time pad was encrypted with encryption 
and decryption pad E1 and send to computer two. And the computer two 
successfully decrypted that bit stream using encryption and decryption pad 
E1. 
• Also, the computer two successfully re encrypted that already decrypted bit 
stream (the one-time pad) using the encryption and decryption pad E2. 
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• And only computer two will have the two encryption and decryption pads 
E1 and E2 other than computer one.   
• Any information altering attempt by a middleman or a hacker will result in 




Substage five: activity takes place at the computer one. 
 
The computer one will now perform XOR operation between the computer one 
originally generated one-time pad and the encryption and decryption pad E3. 
After performing the operation, the computer one will send this resulting bit 




Substage six: activity takes place at the computer two. 
The computer two upon receiving this bit stream, will first decrypt this bit stream 
by performing XOR operation using the encryption and decryption pad E3. The 
resulting bit stream is the original one-time pad the computer one generated in 
substage one and the computer two received in substage two. If the resulting bit 
stream is indeed the original one-time pad, then the computer two will confirm 
two information.  
The two confirmations are given below. 
 
Confirmed Information one: 
It was actually the computer one who was in the communication process with the 
computer two.  
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Confirmed information two: 
The computer two will confirm that a middleman or a hacker was not able to alter 
the originally sent bit stream during the information travelling back and forth 
between the two computers. 
These two confirmations are done due to below reasons. 
• During sub stage four the computer one decrypted the computer two send 
bit stream successfully using the encryption and decryption pad E2. 
• Also, computer one re encrypted that already decrypted bit stream with 
the encryption and decryption pad E3 during sub stage five. 
• And only computer one will have the two encryption and decryption pads 
E1 and E2 other than computer two.   
• Any information altering attempt by a middleman or a hacker will result in 





Now both the two computers will posses a commonly known one-time pad. This 
commonly known one-time pad will be used to encrypt and decrypt information 
that will be send between the two computers during main stage two. 
 
Main Stage two: actual content information delivery in encrypted form 
 
Substage one: activity takes place at the computer one. 
 
The computer one will get its actual content information unit and will perform 
XOR operation between that bitstream (the actual content information unit) and 
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the commonly known one-time pad. The result will be a random bit stream. Next 
the computer one will perform XOR operation between this resulting bit stream 
and the encryption and decryption pad E1. The result is another random bit 
stream. The computer one will now send this bit stream to the computer two at 
its ip address. 
 
Substage two: activity takes place at the computer two. 
The computer two upon receiving the bit stream will first will perform XOR 
operation between this bit stream and the encryption and decryption pad E1. The 
result is the bit stream resulted in performing the XOR operation between the 
commonly known one-time pad and the actual content information unit of the 
computer one. the computer two will perform the XOR operation again, this time 
between this resulting bit stream and the commonly known one-time pad. The 
resulting bit stream is the actual content information unit of the computer one. 
 
Substage three: activity takes place at the computer two. 
The computer two will perform XOR operation between this actual content 
information unit of the computer one and the commonly known one-time pad. 
The result is the actual content information unit of the computer one encrypted 
using the commonly known one-time pad. the computer two will perform the 
XOR operation again between this resulting encrypted information unit and the 
encryption and decryption pad E2. After that the computer two will send this bit 
stream to the computer one at its ip address.  
Substage four: activity takes place at the computer one. 
The computer one upon receiving this bit stream, will first decrypt the bit stream 
by performing XOR operation between the received bit stream and the encryption 
and decryption pad E2. Then the computer one will perform XOR operation again 
this time between the already decrypted bit stream and the commonly known 
one-time pad. the resulting bit stream is the computer one originally sent actual 
content information unit during substage one. If this resulting bit stream is indeed 
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equivalent to the originally sent actual content information unit during substage 
one, then the computer one will confirm two information. 
Confirmed Information one: 
It is actually the computer two that was in the communication process with the 
computer one. 
Confirmed Information two: 
A middleman or a hacker was not able to intercept and alter the communication. 
These two confirmations are done due to below reasons. 
• The computer two successfully decrypted the encrypted bit stream using 
the encryption and decryption pad E1 during substage two. 
• The computer two successfully encrypted the already decrypted bit stream 
using the encryption and decryption pad E2 during substage three. 
• The computer two successfully used the same commonly known one-time 
pad to decrypt in stage two and to re encrypt in stage three. 
• Only the computer two has the commonly known one-time pad and the 
two encryption and decryption pads E1 and E2 other than computer one. 
Substage five: activity takes place at the computer one. 
 The computer one will now perform XOR operation between the originally sent 
actual content information unit during substage one and the commonly known 
one-time pad. the resulting bit stream is a random bit stream. The computer one 
will now perform the XOR operation between this random bit stream and the 
encryption and decryption pad E3. After performing this XOR operation the 
computer one will send this resulting bit stream to the computer two at its ip 
address. 
 
Substage six: activity takes place at the computer two. 
The computer two upon receiving this bit stream, will first decrypt the bit stream 
by performing XOR operation between it (this bit stream) and the encryption and 
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decryption pad E3. The resulting bit stream is the computer one originally sent 
actual content information unit during substage one encrypted using commonly 
known one-time pad. After performing this decryption procedure, the computer 
two will recover the computer one originally sent actual content information unit 
during substage one. If the recovered bit stream is indeed the computer one 
originally sent actual content information unit during substage one, the computer 
two will confirm two information. 
 
Confirmed Information one: 
It was actually the computer one that was in the communication process with the 
computer two. 
 
Confirmed Information two: 





These two confirmations are done due to below reasons. 
• The computer one successfully decrypted the encrypted bit stream using 
the encryption and decryption pad E2 during substage four. 
• The computer one successfully encrypted the already decrypted bit stream 
using the encryption and decryption pad E3 during substage five. 
• The computer two successfully used the same commonly known one-time 
pad to decrypt in stage four and to re encrypt in stage five. 
• Only the computer one has the commonly known one-time pad and the 
two encryption and decryption pads E2 and E3 other than computer one. 
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The general procedure for sending the information back and forth between the 
























Computer one  
DECRYPT 




  Hacker  
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This method can be utilized in a scenario where many computers (geographically 
stationary with static ip addresses or geographically non stationary with non-
static ip addresses) communicate with each other through a centralized server 
facility which have a static ip address (or if there are many then many static ip 
addresses). In this scenario all the communicating computers have the server 
facilities ip address collection stored in each of them before the communication 
session begins. the centralized server facility acts like an information exchange 
center. Whenever two computers are online and are registered with the server 
facility, they can exchange information between them (the two computers) via 
the server facility. The registration process happens when each of the computers 
send a data unit as the first interaction to the central server facility where the 
server facility will get to know those computers’ ip addresses. 
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